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Iceworld

Winter is a river

streaming over the land

driven by the breeze

of relentless desire
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VISITING MYMUSE IN THE COUNTRY

for summer

yet, the earth is a shiver

cold to even the thought of love

winter is a white sea

stretching out before me

trembling in the throes of January

a frozen promise

waiting to be kept

a lonely soul

waiting to be embraced by the warmth of the sun

yes, the world is underwater

trapped under the ice of its fearful imagination

but so many are waiting

praying

for a chance to begin again
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Winter Road

Photo by Egor Kamelev on Pexels.com

A cold breath

whispers over a pair of hands

slowly growing blue

clutching a parka of promises

that seem to do nothing to keep themwarm
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is grace is still there

in the flurry of snow

spinning around a head overcome

with the season

is warmth just a memory

is love only a wonder forever waiting

to be seen

can beauty can still be found

on the other side of the manic wind

that whips the road

I stumble on
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Beauty Falling

Even as the air shivers with cold

there is beauty reflected in the light

of the snow falling

tumbling to the ground
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even as I am remembering the blackness of pain

there is a colour sparkling

around the edges of the window

I use to look at the world

even though the past is frozen in time

there is hope in your embrace

the promise of grace

that promise of spring
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The Nativity and the Modern Man

Photo by Burkay Canatar on Pexels.com

It wasn’t because there was peace

that he was promised
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https://www.pexels.com/photo/scene-of-birth-of-christ-4346649


VISITING MYMUSE IN THE COUNTRY

it wasn’t because there was hope

that he was born

it wasn’t because we know how to love

but because we don’t

that he came

…way back then

what does it all mean

do we still need peace on earth

and goodwill to all

have we learned how to love our neighbor

as we love ourselves

what about the rich man

who was told to sell all they had

and give it to the poor

…way back then

has the human race learned anything

in the years since he came

do we still need him

or is everything going fine

is it enough to remember the child

or should we consider what he said

when he grew up to be a bit wild

in what he preached
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Hiking Through January

Photo by Egor Kamelev on Pexels.com

Water falls

dancing in circles

tumbling in the cold

water is maturing

changing form

and a sparkling molecule is slowly born
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https://www.pexels.com/photo/macro-photography-of-snowflake-813870
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a snowflake like a feather

floating on the sea

settling on the shore

a small wisp of wonder

in the Arctic air

flowing aroundmy face

like a river

flooding the frozen land

where I wander
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Safe Inside

Photo by Alissa Nabiullina on Pexels.com

Winter swirls around the window

like a whirlpool sucking me under
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